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Presentation Objectives 
Participants will be able to: 

• Identify 2 differences between the needs of 
DV victims and the needs of SA survivors 
 

• List 3 reasons the criminal justice system 
alone cannot meet SA survivors’ needs 
 

• Identify at least 4 laws that can be used to 
meet SA survivors’ needs.  
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Providing Holistic Services to  
Immigrant Sexual Assault Survivors  

Means Being: 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing holistic services to sexual assault survivors is multi-faceted. It means being:Culturally competent—providing services that make sense and are welcoming and helpful to people from different cultures, such as immigrant populations, LGBTQ individuals, those who might speak different languages, backgrounds or nationalities.Survivor centered—letting the survivor drive the car, giving her the information that she needs so that she can make the choices that best suit her life.Sexual assault focused—addressing the unique needs of SA victims, including being comfortable talking about body parts, sexual violence, use a safety plan that is specific to SA victims (not just trying to adapt a DV safety plan for SA victims)Trauma informed—understanding that survivors of SA’s life experience may be altered because of the assault. They may have increased anxiety, depression, panic. Being trauma informed also means paying attention to how the survivors’ recollection of the event may impacted by trauma—because of the way the brain works during a traumatic event, survivors may have difficulty remembering the sequence of events or details about the assault, or remember the events in bits or pieces. It is part of our jobs to help clients and others in the legal system to understand how trauma impacts the brain, and memory. Justice oriented—Helping survivors determine what justice means to them, and helping them to understand their legal options in both the criminal and civil legal systems and doing what we can to help them with their legal claims and connecting them with lawyers in the community when necessary.  Resource ready—having our referral lists and community partners ready to go BEFORE the client walks in the door so that we can provide “warm referrals” when needed



SA ≠ DV 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence of rape myth prevalence can be found in media coverage of sexual assaults. The media is a key indicator of public perceptions because it is often a reflection of our cultural attitudes and beliefs. An example of the influence of the media is an analysis of news coverage of the recent Kobe Bryant case. In this study, Franiuk, Seefelt, Cepress & Vandello (2008) analyzed 156 newspaper articles about the case and found that nearly 42% endorsed some type of rape myth. The most common was “she lied.” The researchers also found that those individuals who read a rape-myth endorsing article versus those who read one that was not were more likely to blame the victim.



• Enter Pic of Girl Here   
““Following ten unsolved 
sexual assaults in the area 
since March, officers have 
started stopping women 
on the street to chat about 
their wardrobe choices. . . . 
[A]n officer, ‘pointed at my 
outfit and said, “Don't you 
think your shorts are a 
little short?’” 
 
Judge:“When you went 
out with this boy, did you 
have on tight jeans and a 
midriff top?” 
 
“It wouldn’t have 
happened if he’d just gone 
and paid for a prostitute.” 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If I tell you this girl was assaulted by her partner yesterday  – what do you think – Is she to blame – Now what is I say this girl was sexually assaulted yesterday – do you think her dress or manner caused the assault.  Not premeditated - It just happened “Miscommunication”Won’t happen againIt’s about / He just needed sex“The commander of United States forces in the Pacific was forced to step down today after he said the recent rape of a 12-year-old Okinawan girl could have been avoided if the American servicemen involved had simply paid for a prostitute.”



What Do Immigrant  
Sexual Assault Survivors Need? 

 
How Can the Law Help Meet  

Those Needs? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“JUSTICE ORIENTED” includes – venues where immigrant Vs feel safe, can seek system they trust and have some measure of control, outcomes designed to and capable of meeting immigrant victims’ needs. May not be the crim justice system. Why?
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SA and the Criminal Justice System 

• Most rape victims don’t report the crime 
• Why might immigrant victims, in particular, not 

report? 
 



Most SA Victims Don’t Report 

Only 16% to 25% of rape victims report the crime to law enforcement. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tweets here.



Even When Victims Do Report . . .  
 A rape prosecution is more 

than twice as likely as a 
murder prosecution to be 
dismissed 

 ¼ of convicted rapists 
serve no prison time  

 ¼ serve 11 months or less 
in jail 

 A convicted rapist is 50% 
more likely to receive 
probation than a convicted 
robber 

© 2012 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 1 in 10 rapes reported to the police result in time served in prison; 1 in 100 rapes (including those that are unreported) result in a sentence of more than one year in prison.Over half of all rape prosecutions are either dismissed before trial or result in an acquittalAlmost ¼ of all convicted rapists never go to prisonAnother ¼ receive sentences in local jails where the average sentence is 11 monthsA robber is 30% more likely to be convicted than a rapistA rape prosecution is more than twice as likely as a murder prosecution to be dismissed, and 30% more likely to be dismissed than a robbery prosecutionA convicted rapist is 50% more likely to receive probation than a convicted robber: This means that almost half of all convicted rapists can expect to serve an average of a year or less behind bars. No crime carries a perfect record of arrest, prosecution, and incarceration, but the pattern that emerges for rape is strikingly inferior to that of other violent crimes:Source: VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN THE RESPONSE TO RAPE: DETOURS ON THE ROAD TO EQUAL JUSTICE Prepared by the Majority Staff of the Senate Judiciary Committee May 1993 * Violence Against Women: The Response to Rape: Detours on the Road to Equal Justice, Report Majority Staff of the United States Senate Judiciary Committee, 103 Congress, May 1993. * For general review of this issue, see also David P. Bryden and Sonja Lengnick, Rape in the Criminal Justice System, 87 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1194 (1997). 
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Spot the Issue  Offer / Help 
Pursue Solutions  
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SCENARIOS 

 



Identify Privacy Concerns   
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PRIVACY QUESTIONS 
Who knows about the sexual assault? 
 
Are there some people it’s safe for you to tell? 
 
Are there certain individuals you want to make sure do not find out? 
 
What information are you most concerned about keeping private? 
 
Cultural, linguistic or religious communities can have an impact. 
 



    Protecting  Victim Privacy: 
    What an Advocate Can Do   

 
■  Identify what information survivor wants to keep private. 
 
 Discuss electronic communications (Face Book, 

4square, texting, etc.) 
   
■ Discuss (before disclosures): 
 ▪  Privileges (attorney, therapist, advocate, doctor, etc.) 
 ▪  Limits on survivor’s privacy rights 
 ▪ Confidentiality of records 
      ▪ VAWA Confidentiality in immigration cases 
 

 
■  Be familiar with your own reporting obligations!  
 

© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly 900 million FB users worldwide. Growing at a rate of about 35-50 million per quarter.What does V want to keep private (and where is that is that information)? Letters to providers – VRLC has samples13-19 year olds spend average of 8 hrs/day on screen time; Facebook = 550+ million usersWhich if any social networking site(s) does the V post ?What are the V’s settings? Who can postIs the V visible when onlineDo FB or other settings reveal locationWhat statements &/or photos are posted onlineWho are the victims’ online friends and with whom do those friend whom are they sharing information?Is V’s perp online friend? Challenge subpoenas- – VRLC has sample motionsComply with VAWA (& other funder obligations)Discuss limits on confidentiality before the victim makes any disclosuresAddress media (if relevant)Online communications / Electronic privacy considerationsPrivacy is the #1 issue for our clients.DV- intimate partner so less privacy concerns because perpetrator most likely knows where victim lives, goes to the doctor, meds, etc. but SA non-IP there is the ability to protect a lot of information of the victim’s. Discuss Online privacy –13-19 year olds spend average of 8 hrs/day on screen time550+ million users on FacebookFacebook and Google Buzz – recent privacy “stunts”6-2-310. Names not to be released; restrictions on disclosure or publication of information; violations; penalties; effect of disclosure; "minor victim". (a) Prior to the filing of an information or indictment, neither the names of the alleged actor or victim of a sexual assault nor any other information reasonably likely to disclose the identity of the victim shall be released or negligently allowed to be released to the public by any public employee except as authorized by the judge with jurisdiction over the criminal charges. The actor's name may be released to the public to aid or facilitate an arrest. (b) After the filing of an information or indictment and upon the request of a minor victim or another acting on behalf of a minor victim, the trial court may, to the extent necessary to protect the welfare of the minor victim, restrict the disclosure or publication of information reasonably likely to identify the minor victim. (c) Any person who willfully violates this section or who willfully neglects or refuses to obey any court order made pursuant to this section is guilty of contempt and upon conviction shall be fined not more than seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) or be imprisoned in the county jail not more than ninety (90) days, or both. (d) A release of a name or other information to the public in violation of this section shall not bar the prosecution of an actor nor be grounds for dismissal of any charges against an actor. 



Protecting Victim Privacy 
 

■ Be Proactive! 
 ▪ Accompany/support victim through defense interviews 
 ▪ Ask court to seal the court record during and after case  
 ▪ Ask to have confidential documents returned at close of case; 
 ▪ Exhibits sealed;  
 ▪ Courtroom be closed/witnesses excluded (if allowed);  
 ▪ Permission to file with initials or pseudonym; 
 ▪ Review records before release is executed for additional 

review 
 ▪ Request notice from 3rd party (such as a medical provider) if 

subpoena received 
 

■  Remember your obligations under VAWA 
 Discretionary reporters are not allowed to breach privacy    

under VAWA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly 900 million FB users worldwide. Growing at a rate of about 35-50 million per quarter.Victim Bill of Rights in OregonWhat does V want to keep private (and where is that is that information)? Letters to providers – VRLC has samples13-19 year olds spend average of 8 hrs/day on screen time; Facebook = 550+ million usersWhich if any social networking site(s) does the V post ?What are the V’s settings? Who can postIs the V visible when onlineDo FB or other settings reveal locationWhat statements &/or photos are posted onlineWho are the victims’ online friends and with whom do those friend whom are they sharing information?Is V’s perp online friend? Challenge subpoenas- – VRLC has sample motionsComply with VAWA (& other funder obligations)Discuss limits on confidentiality before the victim makes any disclosuresAddress media (if relevant)Online communications / Electronic privacy considerationsPrivacy is the #1 issue for our clients.DV- intimate partner so less privacy concerns because perpetrator most likely knows where victim lives, goes to the doctor, meds, etc. but SA non-IP there is the ability to protect a lot of information of the victim’s. Discuss Online privacy –13-19 year olds spend average of 8 hrs/day on screen time550+ million users on FacebookFacebook and Google Buzz – recent privacy “stunts”6-2-310. Names not to be released; restrictions on disclosure or publication of information; violations; penalties; effect of disclosure; "minor victim". (a) Prior to the filing of an information or indictment, neither the names of the alleged actor or victim of a sexual assault nor any other information reasonably likely to disclose the identity of the victim shall be released or negligently allowed to be released to the public by any public employee except as authorized by the judge with jurisdiction over the criminal charges. The actor's name may be released to the public to aid or facilitate an arrest. (b) After the filing of an information or indictment and upon the request of a minor victim or another acting on behalf of a minor victim, the trial court may, to the extent necessary to protect the welfare of the minor victim, restrict the disclosure or publication of information reasonably likely to identify the minor victim. (c) Any person who willfully violates this section or who willfully neglects or refuses to obey any court order made pursuant to this section is guilty of contempt and upon conviction shall be fined not more than seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) or be imprisoned in the county jail not more than ninety (90) days, or both. (d) A release of a name or other information to the public in violation of this section shall not bar the prosecution of an actor nor be grounds for dismissal of any charges against an actor. 



Privacy-Related Laws 

• VAWA (incl some immigrant-specific) 
• HIPAA 
• FVPSA, VOCA, etc. 
• FERPA 
• State Specific 

– Privileges (under federal law, too) 
– Landlord 
– Employment 
– Health care 



 

Identify Physical Safety Concerns  
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SAFETY QUESTIONS 
 
Do you know the perpetrator?  If yes, how?  
 
Are you afraid that the perpetrator will attempt to harm you again?  
 
Has the perpetrator attempted to contact you or your family since the 
assault?  
  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The offender (or a third party) presents an ongoing threat to the victim or someone in the victim’s family.  The threat may be either implied or explicit“I’m scared…”“She was waiting outside my house…”“His brother called me…”



Promoting Victims’ Safety:  
What Can An Advocate Do?  

• Safety Planning (include Interpreter/safety issues) 
 

• CPOs DV, Stalking, SAPO, Vulnerable Adult) 
 

• School, housing or landlord NCOs 
 

• General no trespass order 
 

• Federal & State Laws 
– Housing, employment, education, medical/forensic care access 

 



Workplace Safety 

• Practical Safety Accommodations 
• What does the victim want/need? 

 
• Title VII or state law remedies? 
• ADA 
• Leave laws 
• Practical Safety Accommodations 
• Safety & other issues for H-2 Visa Immigrants 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some may have work visas but some may not Initial meeting might be only time you can address safety planningIs there a risk in meeting with you or your agency? (think about what you may give them and if someone could find it ( business cards, pamphlets, etc.) Consider using fotonovela (www.crla.org/svi) to help communicate through picturesHow do you build trust?There may be limited contact due to type of housing, transportation, and work schedule Threats to family members back home or here More options if survivor works for corporation(ability to transfer, move locations)Some states allow for time off if victim of crimeSome states allow for wage compensation for days not able to work as result of crimeTransfersSafety planning more critical if visa is dependant on your job and it happened at work place or by your employer.Safety planning might be difficult if survivor is working under the table and there might be fear of employer turning survivor in to immigration.



Examples of Relevant State Laws 
• Workplace Leave: 

– Oregon ORS 659A.290 Employees who are victims 
may not be discriminated against in the workplace; 
requires employers to provide victims reasonable 
workplace safety accommodations and reasonable 
time off from work to address safety matters. 

 
• Workplace Safety/Stay-away Orders 

– Colo. Rev. Stat. 13-14-102(4)(B): Upon finding that 
imminent danger exists to the employees of a 
business entity, [a court] may issue a civil restraining 
order in the name of the business for the protection 
of the employees.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer back to my NSVRC presentation from 4/24/13



Additional Factors to Consider 
• What if anything does survivor know about the 

perpetrator? Vice versa?  
 

• Where does the survivor feel unsafe/vulnerable? 
 

• Address emotional safety 
 

• “Walk” through the survivor’s day 
 

• Don’t overlook practical solutions 
– Schedule / route change 
– Relocation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survivor may know very little about the offender: no name, address, telephone #, etc.Survivor may not know how much information the offender knows about her/him. Where does the victim feel vulnerable/unsafe?“walk” through survivor’s day to identify where anxiety, panic, etc. arises. Brainstorm practical solutions:Schedule / route changeRelocate desk or remove survivor from office/school directory, etc.Consider lockers, sports, dances, games, bathrooms, stairwellsRevisit the safety plan oftenDV safety plans not appropriate for survivors of non-intimate partner SA.  



Identify Immigration Concerns 

26 
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IMMIGRATION QUESTIONS 
Undocumented or victims with temporary status (e.g. student visa): 
Have you reported the assault to law enforcement?  
 
Would you like more information about immigration remedies that might be 
available to victims of domestic and sexual violence?  
 
Victims with legal status 
Would you like to speak to an immigration attorney to understand how the 
sexual assault may impact your immigration status in the United States?  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concerns the assault will affect ability to remain in this country or will affect  attempts to become a legal resident or US Citizen.Concern that reporting the crime will cause trouble for the perpetrator because the perpetrator is also undocumented.“Will I be deported if I report…”“Will my student visa be revoked if I drop out of school…?”“Can I become a US Citizen…”



Addressing Immigration Concerns:  
What an Advocate can Do 
• Use tools from NIWAP to screen for 

immigration relief: 
 T and U visa remedies 
 Deferred action 
 VAWA Self petitions 
 Special immigrant Juvenile  Status 
 Use red  flag list to decide if attorney is needed 

 Assist with collecting  
documentation for applications  

 Assist with law enforcement 
certification 

 Identify free and low-bono attorneys in 
your state with immigrant survivor 
expertise who can help clients who 
require attorney assistance 

© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 



Identify Financial Loss Issues 
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FINANCIAL STABILITY QUESTIONS  
 
How / Has the assault impacted you financially? 
 
Were you working before the assault and are you working now? 
 
Did you suffer out of pocket costs because of the assault  (such as 
medical care, counseling, lost financial aid, lost wages, etc.)?  
 
Can you access the medical & other assault-related care you need? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the sexual assault, the victim has incurred expenses such as:Medical billsTherapy billsLost wagesMoving expensesLost tuitionI can’t afford to pay my rent anymore…”“I need to keep going to therapy, but I have no money…”

http://www.gpc.edu/ce/Financial%20Resources/title_fiancialresources.jpg


Help Mitigate Financial Losses 

• General Public Benefits  
 

• Victim-specific benefits: 
– Restitution 

 
– Crime Victim Comp (available except in NV and 

AL) 
 

– UI (or workplace)-specific laws.  
 
E.g., Montana 39-51-2111: An individual may not be 
denied unemployment benefits because the individual 
left work or was discharged because of circumstances 
resulting from the individual  - or his/her child - being a 
victim of domestic violence, a sexual assault, or stalking. 

 © 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of the sexual assault, the victim has incurred expenses such as:Medical billsTherapy billsLost wagesMoving expensesLost tuitionI can’t afford to pay my rent anymore…”“I need to keep going to therapy, but I have no money…”



Identify Housing Concerns  
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Housing Questions 
Do you feel safe at your home? 
   
Do you want to relocate (or would you rather remain where you live 
now with added safety precautions)?  
 
Do you want/need to move for other reasons?  
How are housing options affected by immigration status? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a direct result of the sexual assault, the victim:Faces evictionNeeds to live somewhere else or Needs the offender to live somewhere else.“The perpetrator is my neighbor…”“I want to move…”“I need to break my lease”“I can’t sleep at night…”“I can’t pay my rent”



Protecting Housing: 
What a Lawyer or Advocate Can Do 
 Gather information: In what kind of housing does the survivor live? 

 Owned or rented? House, apartment? 
 Public or private? Gov’t subsidized? 
 Homeless? Couch surfing? Shelter? Transitional housing? 

 
 Educate tenants/landlords about sexual assault protections 

 
 Negotiate with landlords 

 Additional security (locks, lighting, parking, service animals) 
 Early lease termination 
 Housing transfers 

 May be a “reasonable accommodation” for a person  
    with disabilities 
 Move on or off campus 
 Move to another unit owned by landlord 
 Evict perpetrator 
 Particularly important with immigrant survivors 
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Protecting Housing, cont.  
 
 

 Victim-specific protections 
 Break the lease 
 Change the locks 
 

 Fair Housing laws 
 

 VAWA & Federal Housing $ 
 

 Undocumented immigrant access to  
 Emergency shelter -- risk of homelessness 
  Transitional housing for up to 2 years 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHA: Prohibits LL from discriminating against applicant or tenant based on sex (including sexual harassment)Oregon housing rights:14 day notice Proof required (CPO, LE verification, Police report; Program confirms)Once LL has become aware of sexual harassment, must take reasonable steps to end it. Anti-retaliation clause (LL cannot retaliate against tenants who enforce or threaten to enforce fair housing rights)



SA IMPACTS EDUCATION 
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EDUCATION QUESTIONS 
Is the perpetrator a fellow student or faculty member?  
 
If you have disclosed the assault to any school authorities, what 
was the response?  
 
Have you had any difficulties at school since the assault?  Do you 
feel safe there?   
Effect of leaving school on student visa? 
Access to post secondary educational grants and loans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The assault happened on campus or by a  student, staff or faculty member.The sexual assault is affecting the victim’s ability to succeed in school.The school’s response has been unsupportive.The victim feels unsafe at school.The school knew of a security risk and did not adequately protect the victim (tort lawsuit).The school is holding a disciplinary hearing and the victim has concerns.



What We Often See in the 
Educational Context: 
• School Absences 
• Dropping Grades 
• Drop out/Fail out—long term effects 
• Class schedule, elective choices, clubs,  

extra-curricular activities  
• Financial Aid/ Tuition Loss 
• Interference with academic, social  

and cultural experience 
• Housing / Safety Issues 
• Post Academic Career 
• Risk losing student visa 

 
 

  
© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 



EDUCATION LAWS WE USE THE MOST 
• Title IX 

 
• NCLB 

 
• Disability-related Accommodations  

– IDEA 
– Section 504 

 
• DOE policy on post secondary educational grants 

and loans for immigrant survivors and their 
children  
 



Advocating for V’s Education Rights 

• Request accommodations 
 
• Identify / monitor compliance with school’s policy 
 
• Assist with disciplinary hearing process 

 
• Help with OCR Complaint if school response was not 

prompt and equitable 
 

• Screen for VAWA or U visa immigration relief which 
could lead to permanent legal status and access to 
post secondary educational grants and loans  
 

 
 

 
 

36 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acoomodations – e.g., medical leave so V does not lose student ia eligivbilty. Title IX (& the Dear Colleague Letter) – Office of Civil Rights or private remedy	School must have Sexual Harassment policy, grievance procedure and designated recipient of complaintsNo Child Left Behind (not for post-secondary)	May request transfer from unsafe schoolIDEA/Section 504 (disability based; not 	for post-secondary)FERPA (can help protect V privacy)Clery



Some Tips for School Advocacy 
• School may not suspend its own investigation pending outcome in 

criminal case without protecting the victim 
 
• If defendant has right to counsel at the school hearing then victim 

must be afforded same right. 
 

• Victim has right to know outcome of the hearing. Victim cannot be 
required to keep outcome confidential. 
 

• Is student eligible for services under IDEA or Section 504? 
– Request copy of IEP if one in place 
– Determine whether to request if none exists 
– (If offender is on IEP consider whether to request Interim Alternative 

Education Setting – 45 day max) 
 

© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 



   Identify Employment Concerns 
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EMPLOYMENT QUESTIONS 
Is the assailant a coworker or supervisor, or someone 
who comes to your workplace? 
 If you reported the assault to your employer, what was 
the response?  
 
Do you want to take time off? Do you want to stay at 
work? Do you want to relocate to a different office, 
change your schedule,  etc.? 
Is your immigration status tied to your employer? 
How does lack of legal work authorization play a role? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sexual assault is affecting the victim’s job performance.The victim feels unsafe at work because of the sexual assault.The victim has difficulty going to work due to the sexual assault. The victim’s employer has been unsupportive after the sexual assault.The sexual assault/harassment is workplace-related.



Useful Employment Laws 

• Title VII / State equivalent 
– EEOC Complaint 
– EEOC’s help for immigrant victims 

• Case list  
– Private cause of action 
 

• FMLA / State equivalent 
 

• ADA 
 
 



Protecting Employment Rights: 
What an Advocate Can Do 

Screen for: 
– Employment-related sexual assault (perpetrator is a 

co-worker, supervisor, customer, etc.) 
– Job performance is suffering because of impact of 

sexual assault  
– Survivor needs time off to obtain services related to 

the sexual assault (civil or criminal legal issues, 
mental health, medical, safety planning, etc.) 

– Screen and apply immigration remedies early 
• Brings access to legal work authorization 

– Gather information—find the employer’s policies, 
employment file, union policies if applicable 

– Safety plan at work 
© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 



Protecting Employment Rights, Cont. 
IF THE ASSAULT IS WORKPLACE-RELATED: 
 
 Refer survivor to an employment attorney to file a discrimination 

charge/lawsuit (Federal Title VII) with EEOC or state with Bureau of Labor & 
Industry (BOLI)  in order to:   
 Transfer perpetrator 
 Fire perpetrator 
 Address workplace  retaliation 
 Create safer work environment/sexual harassment training  
 Compensate survivor for emotional suffering $$ 

 
 IF THE SURVIVOR’S JOB PERFORMANCE IS SUFFERING, ADVOCATE FOR: 

 Disability leave 
 Unemployment insurance  

 federal public benefit qualified immigrants receive 
 Vacation / Sick time / Personal leave 
 Reasonable accommodations 
 

© 2013 Do not reproduce, distribute, or adapt without permission from the Victim Rights Law Center. 
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Providing Effective Services  
for SA Victims: 

 

You  
Are 
The 
Key! 

Thank you  
for the work  
you do! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WRITE DOWN one step you will take to incorporate what you learned today into your work (one person talk to, etc.)



VRLC IS THE PLACE FOR RESOURCES! 

• Issue spotting intake forms and instructions 
• Letter to a landlord, to an employer, etc. requesting 

accommodations 
• Sample motions to Quash a Subpoena 
• Training materials (powerpoints, “quizzes,” etc.) 
• Mandatory reporting flow chart 
• Safety Plans for Farmworker victims 
• Sample Candor script 
• Demand letter re: Consumer issues 
 
* *We also provide free legal services throughout Mass.  and in 
    the Portland, Oregon, area. Contact us!  
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 VRLC Boston Office 
 115 Broad Street, 3rd Floor 
 Boston, MA 02110 
 (617) 399-6720 
 Email: TA@victimrights.org   

 
 VRLC Portland Office 
 520 SW Yamhill, Suite 200 
 Portland, OR 97204 
 (503) 274-5477 
 Email: TA@victimrights.org 
  
   www.victimrights.org 
 
 
 
© Victim Rights Law Center 2013.  

 
 
All contents are property of the Victim Rights Law Center (VRLC).  If you wish to use any information from this 
presentation, you must first obtain written permission from the VRLC. Contact us at: TA@victimrights.org.  
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Contact NIWAP  
• Technical Assistance 

• Call 202.274.4393 
• Email questions@niwap.org 

 
• Materials on U-visa and Immigrant Victims Legal Rights 

• Visit http://wcl.american.edu/niwap  
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